WHY ORLANDO?

There is always something to do in *The City Beautiful*, no matter what you enjoy! In a city that has nightly fireworks, and activities galore Orlando doesn’t disappoint. Also there is no need to worry about the cold unless you are at an ice bar, an ice skating rink, or at one of our hockey games because it is always sunny.

The Orlando office, as well as the city, continues to grow. Check out the back to find even more reasons to choose Orlando.
WHY ORLANDO?

OUTDOORS
- Over 100 lakes
- Nature trails
- 10 springs nearby
- Leu Gardens

SPORTS
- MBA Orlando Magic
- MLS Orlando City
- Minor League Hockey
- Arena Football
- MLB Spring Training

ENTERTAINMENT
- Dr. Philips Center
- Downtown Orlando
- Movie in the Park
- Fringe Art Festival

STAYCATIONS
- Walt Disney World
- Universal Studios
- SeaWorld
- Kennedy Space Center
- 1 hr to Atlantic Ocean

CITY LIFE:
Whether it is Downtown Orlando, Winter Park, or Thorton Park there is plenty of diversity for your taste in cuisine, crowd or libation. Orlando offers a multitude of activities for all ages and stages of life from the vibrant club scene Downtown to the family friendly Farmers Market there is plenty to explore and enjoy.

ECS TEAM
In Orlando we aren’t just colleagues we are friends that enjoy giving back to the community and relaxing with some music provided by our very own D4 manager.

Dreams do come true in The City Beautiful!

NEED IDEAS? THINGS TO DO
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